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Society and its Need of a

New Building to be known

as "Franklin House'/

^'The experience of ages shows that

improvements of a public nature are best

carried on by societies of liberal and

ingenious men uniting their labours,

without regard to nation, sect or party,

in one grand pursuit."

From the Charter of the Society. Dated March 15, 1780





HE American Philosophical Society

is the oldest learned Society in America

and one of the oldest in the world. It

originated in Franklin's famous ''Junto," a

club of scientific men formed in 1727, and was

formally organized under the name of ''The American

Philosophical Society" as early as 1743. Upon January

2, 1769, it united with the old "Junto" which had still

maintained its existence and whose views and ends

were the same, to wit: "the advancement of Useful

Knowledge," under the new title of "The American

Philosophical Society Held at Philadelphia for Pro-

moting Useful Knowledge." With this name the

Society was incorporated, "by the Representatives of

the freemen of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in

General Assembly met * * ^ Wednesday, the 15th

day of March, Anno Domini 1780"—9 years before

the organization of the Government of the United States

under the Constitution.

This ancient Charter declared that the objects of

the Society should be "The prosecution and advance-

ment of all useful branches of knowledge, for the bene-

fit of their country and mankind," and placed the

Society under the special care of the State by pro-

viding that the Society's chief officer—its Patron^

—

"shall be His Excellency, the President of the Supreme

Executive Council of this Commonwealth" (now the

Governor).

The Charter of 1780 was followed by an Act of

Assembly of March 28, 1785, granting the Society
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A Plea for a 'Tranklin House"

""part of the State^ House Square" as ''a lot of ground

suitable and convenient for erecting a hall and other

l)uildings for their accommodation." The preamble of

this act recited

:

"Whereas it is expedient and proper to give all

'due encouragement to Societies established for the pur-

pose of advancing the arts and sciences and promulga-

ting useful knowledge, and whereas it hath been repre-

sented to us by the incorporated Philosophical Society

hield at Philadelphia, that for the better answering the

purpose of their institution it is necessary that they

should have a public hall, library and other accommoda-

tion," and the Act thereupon granted to the Society a

lot on the West side of Fifth Street beginning at a point

96 feet southward from Chestnut Street, being 70 feet

front on Fifth Street and 50 feet deep.

Upon this lot the Society erected its Hall ready for

occupancy in November 1789, but as years rolled on,

its library and collections increased so that the building

then erected became inadequate for the Society's

"accommodation." The old building was altered several

times, until finally the whole character of its interior

and exterior was changed in 1890, and its original

individuality destroyed by the addition of a third story,

which marred it architecturally, but which was abso-

lutely necessary to house its increasing library and

collections. The reconstructed building has itself since

"become entirely inadequate and can no longer be said,

in the words of the Act of 1780, to be "suitable and

•convenient" for the Society's purposes.
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A Plea for a ''Franklin House"

For a number of years past it has been evident

that the Society must move. While its location was

formerly in the center of the city, it is now too far East.

The surrounding neighborhood has entirely changed in

character. Almost all other venerable institutions have

moved away. Its small lot, less in area than many

city dwellings, cannot and ought not to be enlarged.

Nor can its present building be replaced by a skyscraper

to meet its need for more room. Either course would

mar the hallowed spot of which its lot is a part, and

detract from the dignity of Independence Hall—the

building of all others on the Continent most dear to

every true American heart.

The Society's building has been examined by two

architects acting independently and they have both

declared it unsafe to bear further weight. Over ten

thousand volumes belonging to its library are now

stored in a Trust Company's vault and thus made in-

accessible to the public entitled to use them.

The building is so close to the others upon the

Old State House Square, including the "State House"

itself, that with its imposed third story and large

wooden skylight or lantern, with its wooden windows

and wooden frames, and inflammable contents, it is a

constant menace to their safety. Should a fire start in

the Society's building (it is not fireproof and contains

over sixty thousand books), and should the wind hap-

pen to be from the South, the danger of the fire spreading

to the North and Northwest is too manifest to be lightly

disregarded. The accompanying photograph shows a
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A Plea for a "Franklin House'

Independence Hall Old United States Supreme Court Building

Showing their Dangerous Proximity

Hall of the Society
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AND The American Philosophical Society

part of Independence Hall to the left, part of the Society's

building to the right, and in the center part of the build-

ing used by the Supreme Court of the United States

from 1 79 1 to 1800.

The membership of the Society has included men
of the greatest eminence in literature, science and art,

which the country has produced. Beginning with

Benjamin Franklin, its first President after the union

of 1769, it has included Jefferson as another Presi-

dent, Washington, Rittenhouse, Bartram, Hamilton,

Witherspoon, McKean, Muhlenberg, Rush, Rumford,

Priestley, Heckewelder, Conyngham, Wistar, Winthrop

and many besides famous in Colonial, Revolutionary

and later days. These men, and others for genera-

tions after them, gathered manuscripts, books, prints,

paintings and relics of all kinds connected with the rise

and progress of the City, State and Nation, and pre-

sented them to the Society, so that now it can safely

be said that its library and collections must be con-

sulted by any real student of American History.

Its large library of over sixty thousand volumes

contains valuable works not to be found elsewhere in

this country, and its system of exchange of publica-

tions with the other learned Societies of both conti-

nents enable those who visit its reading rooms to keep

abreast with the last word in scientific thought

throughout the world. In many respects its library

is unique. It would be difficult, if not impossible, to

duplicate. In the Union Check list of Serials to be

found in the various libraries of Philadelphia, it is
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cJi}..u.^ij^'hr^^^'-'-^i^- W^"r-EP STATES or
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Jefferson's Manuscript Copy o£ the Declaration of Independence
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AND The American Philosophical Society

shown that this venerable institution owns 2083 titles

of different serial publications, and of this number 764,

36-7/10 of the total, are not to be found in any other

library in Philadelphia.

Jefferson's Chair, in which he wrote the Declaration of Independence

The Society's manuscripts and early American

imprints cannot be briefly enumerated.

It includes Jefferson's draft of the Declaration of

Independence in his own handwriting*. This is the

original autographic copy which Jefferson sent to

Richard Henry Lee of Virginia, who interlined the
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A Plea for a 'Tranklin House"

In congress, July 4, 1776.

A DECLARATION
By the R E P R £ S E N T a T I V E S of the

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
In general CONGRESS assembled.

w J- ifwf^ih the K^^are in.

*e xU VuliMc-l »ind< wflB-h hm cnaw^leil Htm
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ci^jjl thjr iljTf arc rittow^ by their Crtj jt w.di c<rr(jin

1 it^vet .1 ^ t -rm of Cwvt it-Koi W«m4n (Jefb-u )xsx ot tht^

huh fttfwn Uwt Mwikina ore mote dilpoka o ' -ftr. whj^
rd Rui whtt3 3 )f^fl^ T-oJn d Ah..k. j(3 I'm™ u«^ puri«-
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u Mi . oft ..^Mkowt«l£«I hfMt La-fi giving hL Ar«at fu tS«i» ^i^j ^ji"

^h (hey l^^^^.'^i 'ummit 05 ifce Inhjbifajits o' tbtft -^titti

jid foWgin^ lu Bcuniu.'S) &

U LJ-irPtopk

etbctu yttoom^f ibc.f I-t^ni) and

^^.lll inif WcTi Mifis«ed Cf>l) hy r«|jtJI-

\SrrT.t.lci aj..

10 HN HANCOCK, President.
;i A li. 1, E S T H O M SON, Si

First Imprint of the Declaration of Independence

amendments made by the Continental Congress. Lee

had moved in the Congress June 7, 1776: "That these

united colonies are, and of right ought to be, free and

independent states," but he was called home by intelli-

gence of the dangerous illness of his wife, and could

not serve on the Committee appointed to prepare the

formal declaration. Jefferson on July 8th wrote Lee:

"I enclose a copy of the Declaration of Independence

as agreed to by the House, and also as originally

framed. You will judge whether it is better or worse
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AND The American Philosophical Society

for the critics/' Lee replied: "The thing is in its

nature so good, that no Cookery can spoil the Dish for

the palates of Freemen."

With the single exception of the signed Declara-

tion itself, this precious document stands unrivalled for

historical and patriotic interest.

When the Declaration of Independence was signed,

July 4, 1776, it was printed the same day in broad-

side form by order of the Continental Congress for

immediate distribution to the heads of the Army,

Councils of Safety, etc., for proclamation. This broad-

side is so scarce that no record can be found of its

public sale. The Society owns one in beautiful condi-

tion. It was from this broadside that the Declaration

was read to the public in the State House Square,

July 8, 1776, by John Nixon on behalf of William

Dewees, the Sheriff of Philadelphia, from the plat-

form of the temporary observatory which had been

erected by the American Philosophical Society to ob-

serve the transit of Venus in June 1769.

The Society also owns the quaint old arm chair

upon which Jefferson sat while he composed the

Declaration.

It has the original Charter of Privileges granted

the Colonists by William Penn in 1701—the funda-

mental basis for the rights of every citizen of Pennsyl-

vania, even as those rights exist to-day.

It has Penn's Cash Book and many of his important

papers, as well as those belonging to his Secretary,

James Logan.
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Charter of Privileges of Pennsylvania—1701

It has Penn's Commission, to "my Trusty and

Loving Friend Thomas Lloyd, President of ye same,''

committing to the Council all his powers as Proprietary

during his first visit to England, "given at Philadel-

phia ye Sixth day of ye Sixth Month, One Thousand

Six Hundred and Eighty four, being ye Thirty Sixth

year of ye King's Reign and ye Fourth of my Govern-

ment," and which contains an endorsement never
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AND The American Philosophical Society

Penn's Cash Book

recorded and probably intended not to be shown to the

Council unless the necessity should arise, limiting

this cession of power, ''chiefly as chuseing officers, &c.

intending yt all law yt shall or may be made should

receive and have my further determination, confirma-

tion and consent or else to be voyd in themselves."

This was endorsed when Penn was on board "the

Ketch Endeavour'' while she was lying in the Delaware

River.
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A Plea for a "Franklin House"

The Society has a manuscript volume of th

original or certified copies of the Laws of Pennsylvania

prior to 1700—containing the only known copy of some

of the earliest laws.

o^^ ^ p ^^9^ ^pLjA^^Sy
^y***'*' i^v^ -if^j^ /^XhS- />f^J-f i.^<-''i

Original Copy of a Law of Pennsylvania of 1693

It has the original Manuscript Minutes of the

Provincial Council of Pennsylvania from 1693 to 1716

in three volumes.

It has two volumes of early documents relating

to the Province including letters to and from William

Penn with much valuable material relating to the

boundary controversy between Penn and Lord Balti-

more; including the minutes of the Commissioners to
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Original Minutes of the Provincial Council—1693
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% /n<y^ CC>.•^'^J //*-/ /i<^

^ Q ^, ^_ /^^ /^<^ -^^-^^ -^ .<^^.^^^

*''*^ ^''ii^j'a-jri..^;^ 1

>^:^2^. ^^^? 4^5^
1

Receipt for Surveying Mason and Dixon's Line

determine the boundary line between Pennsylvania

and Maryland, the so-called Mason and Dixon line

of 1 760- 1 768; many manuscripts relating to the claims

of the State of Connecticut in the Wyoming Valley

so long a matter of debate, contention and even war-

fare; a list of Penn's quit rents from 1688 to 1689;

a set of the Indian Treaties of Pennsylvania and many

manuscripts relating to Indian affairs in the colonies,

including several Indian vocabularies prepared by

Thomas Jefferson and others.

It has a large collection of the original printed

Acts of Parliament leading up to and causing the

20



AND The American Philosophical Society

Revolution, and many manuscripts relating to the

Stamp Act and Non-Importation Agreement of the

merchants in the different Colonies.

/ M//«^e,;/.^ ^.. /;,.,,,„. /: /^.^,,..riy

„. ^.

M^ .-.../.^.^/-...'^ ^^' -^^r.*^ C«t ^,i^* t.oy ' '<?.«* -f e *<•

t ,'^- ^tXJE - V 1 t> < .1.^;

^j^/S-'^ i*»«-"^ y-^f-^ifyi'-. ^'^ yVt^./^^y!^ i^t̂rirc-t'j^f <:/u^ir e^ <C^

^,/~ /y^t'/ -^^^^^•^^ (5-te*-.^i<i<i /? £en--yy. ^i^./^

ii-C/jj C<a--< t<:-/<Ti.^^ A,.rz~- •>-«.»-. ^€«^>5'»^k' ^/^r/'r ,^.

7yBH,/.^,icy-C.<< 4^^Ut-Z^- -3^' yjA-f'-'^^J ri-i^-^ ^fin<^.'*'f <::-%--^ /

^ «^;- z -e- dL^CJ^' J^i^'-^ /*Zi<

^y'^'' i^^-o.<<.^^ ,.v^Ji?^i*?»t-' ^<0/c/L^

Message from Governor Denny—1756

The Society has a large and most interesting and

valuable collection of books, pamphlets, broadsides and

imprints relating to the entire Colonial and Revolu-

tionary Period. It published a Calendar of part of
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AND The American Philosophical Society
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Boston's Reply to the Act Closing its Port

this material in 1900, which, though a mere index,

4ills a volume of over 250 pages. In this Calendar are

indexed the letters of Brigadier-General George

Weedon, to and from him during the Revolutionary

War, including his Valley Forge Orderly Book; the

Lee Papers, consisting of original letters to Richard

Henry Lee and copies of letters from him; letters to
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AND The American Philosophical Society

Arthur Lee, his brother, and miscellaneous private and

official papers during the period from 1766 to 1789;

the Greene Papers, being letters to and from General

Nathanael Greene during 1778, 1779 and 1780, while

he was Quartermaster General of the Continental

Army, which alone fill twelve volumes.

iV/r
^

J^fz.'^vif /if reca^ t/^fif*^ ^^'^ ^^ ^ ^'^i^

fni.A r^t-WoTK^^^ .^^^^ u/^i£^~ a^^

^^

a^'^d. ^ A c^'-xiy^.fl^^icri^^^c: 7̂.
AL'^y *̂Z-t!U

/"?

Gen. Washington to Gen. Weedon

The Society has William Dunbar's manuscript

''Description of his Exploration of the Red River in

1804-05;" and the original 18 note-books containing

the Field Notes of Lewis and Clark's expedition for

the exploration of the Northwest in 1804-06 deposited
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/

J^/^a^X

^,^. ^',X a^- P^e-^^ 'H'-y^ ,rA-<0 a^:>^^ ' -'^

Kle. ^;&J^^^^-
.<4^,a_^\y^ ,„.

"7

Letter from Gen. Washington to

Richard Henry Lee

with the Society at the request of its President, Thomas

Jefferson.

Other interesting manuscripts owned by the So-

ciety are Andrew Michaux's ''Botanical Journal of

North America," 1787 to 1796, eight volumes; Muhlen-

berg's manuscripts on the "Botany of Pennsylvania,"
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AND The American Philosophical Society

1784; Priestley's manuscript of 1783; and Zeisberger's

on the language of the Lenni Lenape or Delaware

Indians, 1816.

Not the least interesting of its possessions are the

Society's own Minutes which are practically complete

and continuous from the year 1750 to date, and afford

material for a history of science in America which can-

not be found elsewhere.

Of the papers of Benjamin Franklin, the Society

owns about eighty per cent, of all the known originals.

They are bound in upwards of one hundred volumes and

their historical importance can be realized when it is

remembered that Franklin was not only Agent of

Pennsylvania in London, a signer of the Declaration

of Independence, U. S. Minister to France, one of the

Ministers Plenipotentiary who signed the Provisional

Articles and the Definitive Treaty of Peace between

the United States and Great Britain, and one of the

framers of the Constitution of the United States, but

also the leading scientist of his age, the originator of

the first Fire Company in America, the first Public

Library, the first Public Hospital and the first Academy,

now the University of Pennsylvania.

He was the founder of the Society and its first

President, and it is eminently proper that its contem-

plated future home should be known as "Franklin

House," and be erected as a memorial to his public

services to the Province and State of Pennsylvania, and

to the Nation he loved so well.
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Letter from Dr. Franklin to his Grandson

All of these priceless manuscripts are now stored

in a so-called vault, built on a floor without supporting-

wall beneath and wath an overweighted library on top,

and in a building which is not fireproof, and a menace

to them as well as to the adjoining buildings on the

State House Square.
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The Society's collection of portraits, busts, maps

and engravings is a notable one. It has one

of the most valuable and interesting, of all the original

portraits of Washington, painted by Gilbert Stuart at

the Society's request, and doubly interesting by the fact

that the portrait was referred to a Committee of Mem-
bers to advise the meeting whether it was good, as the

ancient minutes record.

a^j /tj..^^ rf '^f^r:t^

^ a,...^...^.^ l^^U^yU^:^'^^^^^^r^^^ <<^2r

•^ <:<**..-u <=v ^^^juJ. ct.*^ i-""-.-^ i^irz^ii^

'^.

gg ^yfe- ,t<.;^^ ^2:e^

a-j-*^ <:^

'^'

Jii

'•/iz

^ ^ ^^f--/-^ ^ ^^-^^s

..^.-^

<^^^

'4o. (P'^

J/^<:->*^V-'<=W'>*'^'B

'^^. f^ .^£^r^'>'-^—

.-;«:-

BMH

Minute Book of The American Philosophical Society

It has a splendid portrait of Jefferson, painted by

Thomas Sully, one of the best portraits that Sully ever

did.
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It owns a portrait of Benjamin Franklin, by Charles

Willson Peale, a beautiful work of art, which would be

most appropriate to display in "Franklin House;" a

portrait of David Rittenhouse, the astronomer, who suc-

ceeded Franklin as President of the Society, also by

Charles Willson Peale; portraits of all of the Society's

Presidents: Dr. Caspar Wistar, Dr. Robert Patter-

son, Chief Justice Tilghman, Peter S. Du Ponceau,

Robert M. Patterson, Dr. Nathaniel Chapman, Dr.

Franklin Bache, Professor Alexander Dallas Bache,

Judge John Kent Kane, Dr. George B. Wood,, Mr.

Frederick Fraley, General Isaac J. Wistar, Dr. Edgar

F. Smith and Dr. W. W. Keen, and many of its leading

members—a collection that increases in interest and

value every year.

Its old building contains portraits of Heckewelder,

Priestley, Joseph Henry, Benjamin Rush, Samuel and

John Vaughan, Baron von Humboldt, Elisha Kent Kane,

Matthew Carey, E. D. Cope, Daniel G. Brinton, J. Peter

Lesley, Isaac Lea, Joseph Leidy, William Pepper, Simon

Newcomb and Henry C. Lea.

Its collection of busts includes Houdon's Franklin,

and one by Houdon of Condorcet, which formerly stood

in the salon of the Hotel de la Rochefoucauld in Paris

until the French Revolution, when it was removed and

given to William Short, Secretary of the Legation when

Jefferson was Minister to France, who in turn gave

it to the Society. Notable also are busts of Jefferson,
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Turgot, LaFayette, Alexander Hamilton, Nathaniel

Bowditch and Baron Cuvier—all members of the

Society.

Franklin's Library Chair

Its historical relics are legion. It owns the chair

used by Franklin when the Society met at his house,

owing to his failing health, and which was presented by

his son-in-law, Richard Bache, shortly after Franklin's

death, and has ever since been used as the President's

chair at the Society's meetings.
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Franklin's Electrical Machine and Glass Tube for

Generating Frictional Electricity

It has Franklin's Electrical Machine and the glass

tube with which he developed frictional electricity and

which was doubtless employed by him at the earliest

period of his discoveries after his famous experiment

with the kite and key during the thunder storm.

This venerable Society has not been hiding its

light under a bushel, but in a quiet and unassuming

way has been fulfilling the purposes of its ancient Char-

ter and doing its utmost ''to promote useful knowledge/'
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AND The American Philosophical Society

It holds monthly meetings which are devoted to

the consideration of recent advances in knowledge, and

its annual general meetings, which last a good part of a

week, bring together from all over the country, and in-

deed from abroad, the most eminent men in various

departments of science.

Rittenhouse's Clock, constructed for his Time Observations
in connection with the Transit of Venus in 1769

Its published "Transactions," in 28 quarto volumes,

and '

'Proceedings, " in 52 octavo volumes, give the widest

currency to its work. The ''Transactions'' were begun
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in 1 77 1, and the volume of that date contained reports

of its Committees appointed to observe the Transit

Venus in 1769, which secured results among the most

valuable of any obtained in any part of the world. Since

then the Society has published continuously original

papers of scientific value which have done not a little to

establish science in America on a firm basis and maintain

and increase its repute. Its ''Proceedings" have been

published since 1838. These two serials are sent to,

practically, all the scientific Societies of the world and

their publications, which are received in exchange, con-

stitute a most valuable feature of the Society's library.

It has under its care for award in recognition of

scientific discoveries or as prizes for learned essays,

several important funds in trust and others from which

it must purchase books for its library.

The Society by its meetings, its publications, and

its library, furnishes the opportunity and the stimulus

to continue education to its fullest fruition. It may be

confidently asserted that at no period in its long exist-

ence has it been more active or has it better fulfilled

its mission in this respect than now. Of the General

Meeting last year. Popular Science Monthly in an edi-

torial in its June issue, said: "The papers represent a

group of contributions to science which will compare

favorably with any that could at the present time be

presented before any Society in any country;" and of

the ensuing meeting this year, Ex-President Eliot, of
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Harvard University, wrote under date of March ii,

191 3, ''I have just read the admirable programme for

the general meeting of the American Philosophical

Society next April and want to congratulate you on it.

The Society is certainly promoting effectively all kinds

of useful knowledge."

Societies like it devoted to the research of science,

cannot command a large income from their members

who are usually not employed in gainful pursuits, and

for any extraordinary purpose requiring large sums of

money must seek help from the City and State.

By an agreement between the Society and the City

of Philadelphia, made November 24, 191 1, and equally

advantageous to both, the City will acquire the Society's

Hall on Fifth Street and thereby obtain title to the

whole of Independence Square and safeguard the build-

ings thereon. In exchange therefor, the City will grant

to the Society a convenient and suitable site upon the

Parkway bounded by Sixteenth Street and Cherry Street,

which will be splendid in location and ample in dimen-

sions for all future needs. On this site it is proposed to

erect a dignified building, absolutely fireproof, which

shall be the home of the Society forever, and at the same

time a permanent memorial to Benjamin Franklin, its

founder, and thus commemorate for all time his lifelong

services to science and to the State and Nation.

Not since 1785, one hundred and twenty-eight

years ago, has the Legislature of Pennsylvania made a

single grant for the benefit of this Society, and we feel

justified in the present emergency in asking the
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co-operation of the public for help to save its valu-

able collections from the dangers which menace them

in their present situation, and to provide adequate

room for their display and study and for their accom-

modation and increase.

Pointing to its record of one hundred and eighty-

five years in promoting useful knowledge and confident

of its ability to maintain that record if provided with

a suitable buildings, it makes this appeal. The new hall

which it proposes to erect will be at the same time the

home of the oldest scientific body in America, and

also a fitting memorial to Pennsylvania's most illustrious

citizen. The Society's books and manuscripts, pictures

and busts, historical relics and scientific apparatus, in

fact, all the collections which it now owns or may here-

after acquire, it proposes shall be forever free, open and

accessible to all the citizens of every State in the Union.
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